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Abstract—— In this study, a low-profile, high directive circular 

microstrip antenna was designed for 5.8 GHz ISM band 

applications. In the design, the GA / MoM approach based on the 

Method of Moments (MoM) integrated with the Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) optimization method was used. The simulations 

of the best first and second antennas obtained as a result of the 

optimization process were made using the ANSYS HFSS software 

program. According to the simulation results, it was determined 

that the input reflection coefficient of both antennas was below -10 

dB in the ISM band where the antenna was operating and had 

maximum directivity. It was observed that the radiation 

characteristics of both antennas obtained with the GA / MoM 

approach were steady-state in the operating band. It was 

concluded that asymmetric pixelation used in this method can be 

used in the design of antennas with different geometries. 

Index Terms—Genetic Algorithm, Method of Moments, 

Microstrip Patch Antenna, Optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION

ECENTLY, WITH the increase in performance levels de-

 manded in wireless communication technology, the need

for low-profile and high-performance antenna design 

throughout the operating band is increasing. This need has led 

to the emergence of new developed solution methods different 

from traditional design methods [1,2]. Because traditional 

design methods used in antenna design problems are 

insufficient in solving complex problems. 

In line with this rapid development, numerical solution 

methods are used in solving complex electromagnetic problems 

to obtain more accurate results in a shorter time [3-5]. In 

addition to these methods, optimization algorithms also play an 

important role in solving antenna design problems. As the 

complexity of the antenna design problems to be solved 

increased, optimization algorithms (Stochastic, Deterministic, 

Heuristic, Mathematical) that can discover many powerful, 

innovative and large solution sets that can be used by 

integrating numerical methods have been developed to 

overcome these problems in a short time [6-8]. One of the most 
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preferred of these optimization algorithms is the Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) that models biological processes inspired by 

Darwin's theory of evolution. GA is an heuristic stochastic 

global optimization algorithm based on the principle of survival 

of the best [9]. Since GA has the property of converging to the 

best result, it is highly preferred in antenna design problems 

[10-17].  

GA searches for the most suitable substructure with the 

radiation characteristic targeted for the design by optimizing 

any physical properties of an antenna to be designed. One of the 

most important of these is the problem of finding the best 

current distribution on the surface for a specified purpose. By 

using GA in these problems, removing some pixels from the 

radiating pixelized surface of the antenna during the 

optimization process, the best surface current distribution with 

the targeted radiation characteristics is obtained. In previous 

studies, symmetric pixel selection for such problems has been 

perfectly adapted to quadratic surfaces and it was observed that 

the radiation parameters of the antennas had as a result of 

optimization were quite good [18,19]. However, if surfaces 

with circular or non-quadratic geometry are wanted to be 

separated into symmetrical pixels for optimization, gaps will 

occur at the end regions of the surface. As a result, analysis will 

have to be applied in a more limited area. Due to its inclusion 

in a limited surface area optimization process, obtaining the 

antenna with the targeted radiation parameters will be difficult. 

To overcome this problem, the empty surface area can be filled 

by creating smaller symmetrical pixels. Hereby, an antenna 

with aimed radiation parameters can be achieved by increasing 

the surface area to be included in the optimization thanks to the 

increasing number of pixels. However, an increase in the 

number of pixels will also cause an increase in the size of the 

moment matrix. Therefore, the increase in the time spent for 

optimization and in memory used should be considered. 

For this reason, in order to get the antenna with the targeted 

radiation parameters, a new pixel architecture has emerged that 

will create a lower-dimensional moment matrix by dividing the 

surface to be optimized into a minimum number of pixels and 

enable analysis on all geometric surfaces. So as to meet this 

need, the method of asymmetric pixelation was suggested for 

the design of antennas that have circular or non-quadratic 

geometries in this study. The method of shaping the radiating 
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surface of the antenna to be included in the optimization into 

asymmetric pixels enables full surface analysis without any 

restrictions on the surface areas. Thanks to this method 

proposed, it is possible to design the antenna with the radiation 

parameters targeted by the designer in a shorter time using the 

minimum number of pixels. 

 

In this article, a circular patch antenna with high directivity 

and low input reflection coefficient characteristics was 

designed. For this purpose, a 5.8 GHz ISM (Industrial, 

Scientific, and Medical) frequency band 50 𝛺 coaxial probe and 

an antenna model fed from the center [20] were discussed. To 

obtain the antenna with these characteristics, the GA / MoM 

optimization method based on the use of Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) integrated with Method of Moments (MoM) was used [1]. 

In order to apply this technique, the lengths of the main circular 

radiating surface were first determined. Then this radiating 

conductive surface was then divided into asymmetric pixels to 

be optimized and optimization was made for each pixel. The 

results achieved were shown in graphics and a table. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A. Antenna Geometry 

The proposed antenna geometry is shown in Figure 1. The 

antenna that designed to work in the 5.8 GHz ISM band consists 

of 406 asymmetrical copper parts with a radiating surface of 

0.02 mm in height. The radius of the antenna was determined 

5.1 cm, which is equivalent to a wavelength, and the dielectric 

material height was determined 1.575 mm. The length of a 

single pixel of the antenna surface was determined as λ/10. The 

proposed antenna was fed from the center with a 50  ohm SMA 

connector. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 

 
(b) 

 

Fig.1. Antenna geometry: (a) top view of antenna that tailored asymmetric 

pixels (b) side view of antenna. 

B. Genetic Algorithm 

In the first step of the GA process, the initial population is 

created and the fitness value of each individual in the population 

is calculated. Then, individuals selected from the population 

according to the fitness value are crossed and the two parents 

create a new individual from the individual's genetic codes. The 

search space is expanded by making random changes in the 

individual's genes with the mutation in the next step. The rate 

at which genes are selected for the mutation process is 

determined by the mutation rate. In the last stage of evolution, 

the fitness value of the newly created individual is calculated. 

The fitness of the individual is calculated with the fitness 

function created according to the determined goal. If the 

algorithm's maximum iteration count or certain fitness values 

deemed sufficient for the algorithm are reached, the process 

ends. Otherwise, the algorithm is restarted depending on the 

properties of the problem [9]. 

 

There are a total of 406 pixels in the structure on the main 

radiating surface of the antenna (Figure 1a). In the GA we 

applied, 100 iterations were run for 320 individuals in each 

generation. The mutation rate in the algorithm was determined 

as 0.5%. The elitism operator, which ensures that the best 

chromosomes were not lost during the crossing and mutation 

stages, was also included in the application. The elitism rate was 

determined as 1%. The GA has searched automatically for the 

most suitable structure as it progressed. In this study, we aimed 

to design both have low input reflection coefficient and high 

directive antenna. 

For this purpose; 

 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑎 𝑥 ([
1

(𝑉𝑆𝑊𝑅 − 1)𝑚1
] (𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥)𝑚2) (1) 

 

𝑚1 = {
0.02,     𝑉𝑆𝑊𝑅 ≤  2

0.4,     𝑉𝑆𝑊𝑅 > 2
 

               𝑚2 = 0.4 
(2) 

 
the above fitness function was created where  represents 

the maximum directivity and  represents voltage 

standing wave ratio. The weight values 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are very 

important for the fitness function. These weight values ensured 

that the VSWR and maximum directivity variables used in the 
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fitness function were close to each other. As a result, the 

Genetic Algorithm searched for an antenna with both directivity 

and low input reflection coefficient properties at the same time.  

Maximum directivity: 

           

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
4𝜋𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑
 

 

(3) 

expressed in the form. Here, represents the max. radiant 

intensity and represents the total radiated power [5]. 

VSWR's formula [5] is as follows: 

  

𝑉𝑆𝑊𝑅 =
1 + |𝛤|

1 − |𝛤|
 

 

(4) 

C. Method of Moments 

So as to calculate the scattered fields from the antenna 

surface, the surface current densities induced at the antenna 

surface must be known. The surface current density  is 

obtained by solving the electric field integral equation (EFIE) 

created by applying Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) boundary 

conditions to conductive surface. The most frequently used 

basis functions in EFIE's solution with the method of moments 

are Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions [22]. Because 

RWG functions can easily model randomly generated 

geometric structures with triangles. Due to this feature, full 

surface analysis of structures with different geometric shapes 

can be performed by using RWG basis functions. Expressing 

the surface current density with RWG basis functions using the 

Galerkin Method [23] is defined as follows: 

 

𝐽(𝑟) ≅ ∑ 𝐼𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=1

𝑓𝑛(𝑟) 
(5) 

 

Since the current distributing on the antenna surface is 

vectorial, the RWG function  is also a vector function. In 

Galerkin Method, test and basis functions are chosen equally. 

In this way, since the reciprocity theorem will be provided, high 

accuracy results are be obtained. One of the most suitable 

methods that can be used to solve EFIE is Moments Method 

(MoM) [24]. The method of moments is based on transforming 

the problem into a matrix equation and solving the resulting 

matrix equation. The generalized problem; 

 

𝐿{𝑓(𝑥)} = 𝑔(𝑥) (6) 

where   is a linear operator,  is a known feed function 

and  is the unknown function representing the current 

distribution. Using the Method of Moments and Galerkin Test 

Method, this equation; 

 

[𝑉𝑚] = [𝑍𝑚𝑛][𝐼𝑛] (7) 

turns into the matrix equation where  is the impedance 

matrix,  is the unknown coefficients vector and  is the 

voltage vector to become.  

The most computational step in the simulation of an antenna 

is the step that involves filling the moment matrix. On the other 

hand, even a small change in antenna geometry requires full or 

partial recalculation of the moment matrix. Refilled to the 

moment matrix each time greatly limits the optimization 

algorithms to work efficiently in solving the problem. In order 

to overcome this problem, Direct Matrix Manipulation (DMM) 

technique, which enables GA optimization to work more 

efficiently was applied [1]. The DMM method prevents the Z-

matrix from being refilled after each evaluation of the fitness 

function. Thanks to this method, the optimization time is 

shortened considerably. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

   In the design, firstly, the antenna geometry was created using 

the software program. In this step, the main geometry of the 

antenna was drawn and the parts to be included in the 

optimization were defined. Then, the Z-matrix is calculated. 

The Z-matrix was calculated taking into account all the metal 

parts involved in the optimization process on the radiating 

surface of the antenna. Each metal part was represented by a bit 

(1 or 0) on the chromosome. While “1” means the presence of 

metal, setting a bit to “0” means that the electric current on that 

part was zero. This means that the rows and columns of the Z 

matrix containing the extracted part were be filled with zeros 

[1]. 

 

Optimization of the antenna was carried out in the MATLAB 

[25] program and took approximately 50 hours. As a result of 

optimization process, the best first antenna (BA-1) (Figure 2a), 

the second best antenna (BA-2) (Figure 2b), the third best 

antenna (BA-3) (Figure 2c) and (BA-4) (Figure 2d) MATLAB 

structures of the fourth best antenna were achieved as in Figure 

2. The “yellow” color represents the metal regions and the 

“green” color represents the empty space. Although their shapes 

were not very different from each other, there were clear 

differences in the radiation parameters of these antennas. 

 

In this study, the simulations of only the first two antennas 

with the best fitness value were done using the ANSYS HFSS 

software program. In addition to these two antennas, an antenna 

with the same geometric structure but not optimized was 

simulated and the terminal results (input reflection coefficient, 

VSWR, group delay) were compared with each other. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

 

Fig.2. MATLAB Optimization results (a) the best first antenna (BA-1) (b) the 

best second antenna (BA-2) (c) the best third antenna (BA-3) (d) the best fourth 

antenna (BA-4). 
 

A. Surface Current Distribution  

 The surface current distributions at 5.8 GHz at the center 

frequency of the ISM band where the best first antenna (BA-1) 

and the best second antenna (BA-2) achieved in consequence  

of the optimization work are shown in Figure 3. In the 

optimization process, it was aimed to find the best current 

distribution on the surface according to the specified purpose. 

As can be seen in Figure 3, while the current on BA-1 was 

nearly homogeneously distributed on the surface (Figure 3a), 

on the BA-2 the current was more concentrated in a certain area 

(Figure 3b).  

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig.3. Surface current distribution of antennas: (a) BA-1 (b) BA-2 

 

B. The Input Reflection Coefficient, Voltage Standing Wave 

Ratio, and Group Delay 

In Figure 4, the input reflection coefficient of the antenna 

with the same surface geometry but not optimized (Non-Opt) 

was compared in addition to the BA-1 and BA-2 antennas. As 

can be seen, while the Non-Opt antenna did not resonate in the 

working band, the BA-1’s values of |𝑆11|  was -14.68 dB at 5.8 

GHz and a 120 MHz bandwidth. The BA-2’s values of |𝑆11|  
was -13.29 dB at 5.8 GHz and a 130 MHz. bandwidth. It was 

determined that the minimum |𝑆11| value was between 5.75 

GHz and 5.8 GHz for both antennas. To get lower input 

reflection coefficient values of BA-1 and BA-2 antennas at 5.8 
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GHz, the height of the radiating surface, pixel dimensions, and 

the position of the feeding point can be changed.  

 

 
Fig.4. The input reflection coefficient magnitude 

 

 
Fig.5. VSWR 

 

The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) simulation results 

for BA-1, BA-2, and Non-Opt antennas are given in Figure 5. 

In the operation band, the VSWR values of BA-1 and BA-2 

antennas were quite well below the targeted value of 2. The 

VSWR value of the Non-Opt antenna was much higher than 2.  

 

The group delay of proposed antennas designs is given 

Figure 6. The group delay values of BA-1 and BA-2 antennas 

in the working band were below 1 ns, which is considered 

necessary for good communication. 
 

 
Fig.6. Group Delay 

 

C. Radiation Efficiency, Directivity, Gain, Aperture Efficiency 

Resistive losses caused by electric materials and non-perfect 

metal occur in each antenna. Because of these losses, there is a 

difference between the input power of the antenna and the 

power radiated from this antenna. The radiation efficiency of an 

antenna is defined as the ratio of the antenna's output power to 

its input power [27]. 

𝜂𝑟𝑒 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
 (8) 

 

The radiation efficiency values of the proposed antennas are 

given in Table Ι. Accordingly, the radiation efficiency was over 

97% for BA-1 antenna and was over 95% for BA-2 antenna. 

 

The main fundamental of a directive antenna is the ability to 

focus power in one given direction and not radiate it in other 

directions [27]. The normalized directivity patterns for four 

different frequencies (5.725, 5.75, 5.8, 5.825 GHz) in the 5.8 

GHz ISM band in the E-plane and H-plane of the antennas 

designed for this purpose are given in Figure 7. As shown in 

Figure 7, BA-1 and BA-2 antennas had directive characteristics 

in the E-plane and H-plane for these frequencies in the working 

band. Although there were some differences in the directivity 

patterns of these two antennas, it was generally seen that the 

radiation characteristics of the two antennas were close to each 

other. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 

Fig.7. Normalized directivity patterns in E-plane and H-plane of optimized 

antennas BA-1 and BA-2 (a) 5.725 GHz (b) 5.75 GHz (c) 5.8 GHz (d) 5.825 
GHz 

 

The maximum directivity of the proposed BA-1 antenna in 

the working band was 15.20 dB at 5.725 GHz and the maximum 

directivity for the BA-2 antenna was 15.17 dB at 5.75 GHz. The 

maximum directivity values for all frequencies are given in 

Table Ι. 

 

 The directivity of the antenna is only a function of the shape 

of the antenna's propagation pattern and is not affected by 

resistive losses in the antenna. Due to a radiation efficiency less 

than unity an antenna cannot radiate all of its input power, the 

antenna gain is defined as the product of maximum directivity 

and radiation efficiency [27]: 

 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ηre 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 

 
(9) 

The maximum gain of the proposed antennas BA-1 and BA-

2 was obtained above 14.5 dB and close to 15 dB in the ISM 

band. The maximum gain values for all frequencies are given in 

Table Ι. 

 

In practice, there are many reasons why the directivity of an 

antenna may not be at its maximum possible value. Non-ideal 

amplitude and phase characteristics of the aperture field can be 

given as examples of reasons that reduce the directivity of 

aperture blockage [27]. The aperture efficiency indicates how 

much a surface of an antenna effectively radiates, and an 

aperture efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual 

directionality of an antenna to its maximum directivity that 

cannot be greater than 1. 

 

𝜂𝑎𝑝 =
𝐷

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

 

(10) 

 

TABLE I 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

𝑵𝒐 𝒇  
[𝑮𝑯𝒛] 

𝑺𝟏𝟏 

[𝒅𝑩] 

𝑽𝑺𝑾𝑹 

 

𝑺𝑳𝑳  

[𝒅𝑩] 

𝑮𝒎𝒂𝒙  
[𝒅𝑩𝒊] 

𝑫𝒎𝒂𝒙 

[𝒅𝑩𝒊] 

𝑹𝒂𝒅 𝑬𝒇𝒇. 
 [%] 

𝜺𝒂𝒑 

[%] 
𝑯𝑷𝑩𝑾 

[°] 

𝑮𝒅  
[ns] 

𝑩𝑾 

[𝑴𝑯𝒛] 

𝑩𝑨 − 𝟏 5.725 -12.38 1.63 -14.68 15.10 15.20 97.62 81.96 26.54  0.16  
120 5.75 -18.01 1.29 -13.36 14.95 15.05 97.64 79.18 26.03 -3.08 

5.8 -14.68 1.45 -11.30 14.73 14.83 97.74 75.40 25.37 -0.57 

5.825 -10.73 1.82 -10.55 14.67 14.77 97.75 74.34 25.11  0.57 

𝑩𝑨 − 𝟐 5.725 -13.50 1.54 -15.57 14.95 15.15 95.43 79.28 27.95 -0.65  

130 5.75 -18.48 1.27 -14.46 14.97 15.17 95.52 79.63 27.43 -4.55 

5.8 -13.79 1.51 -12.17 14.89 15.09 95.52 78.16 26.40 -0.57 

5.825 -10.53 1.85 -11.07 14.78 14.98 95.41 76.14 25.89  0.41 

 

High aperture efficiency was achieved for both proposed 

antennas. The maximum aperture efficiencies of the proposed 

BA-1 and BA-2 antennas were obtained at 5.725 GHz with 

81.96% and 79.63% at 5.75 GHz, respectively. The aperture 

efficiency values for all frequencies are given in Table Ι. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this article, two optimal antennas were designed using  

GA / MoM approach in the 5.8 GHz ISM band. The simulation 

results of the best first and best second antennas were compared 

with each other. The gains of both antennas were higher than 

14.7 dB at 5.8 GHz center frequency. The input reflection 

coefficient and side lobe level (SLL) values were below -10 dB 

for both antennas. 

In this study, it was shown that antenna designs with different 

geometries and aimed properties can be made with the 

asymmetric pixelation approach that was introduced for the first 

time. It was emphasized that by choosing a pixel length very 

short, the antenna surface can be examined in more detail. 

However, in this case, it should be noted that the dimensions of 

the Z matrix will increase and this will result in an increase in 

optimization time. 
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